
Half Pound - $6.99                    One Pound - $12.99

African Blend ---                       A rich, brisk blend of Kenya AA, Ethiopian Yrgacheffe and Tanzanian 
Peaberry with delicate body and excellent balance.

Brazil Select ---                        100% Brazilian and the very best of Brazil, which makes a well rounded 
cup of coffee.

B-52 ---                                      Rich Kahlua and a generous splash of Brandy, topped with Irish Crème. 
Bourbon Pecan ---                   A vanilla, bourbon, rum and pecan mix with a hint of butterscotch. 
Caramel Macadamia Nut ---    Sweet macadamia nut layered with caramel.
Chocolate Cherry Kiss ---       A lovers' blend of luscious chocolate and deep kisses of cherry.
Cinnamon Gingerbread ---      Just like a fresh-baked cinnamon gingerbread cookie.  
Crème Brulee ---                      The perfect dessert coffee - tastes like the real thing!
English Toffee ---                     The proper blend of rich European toffee and lightly roasted coffee.
French Toast ---                       The perfect blend of sweet maple-drenched French toast, sprinkled with 

graham cracker crumbs
French Vanilla ---                      A coffee classic that is packed with rich vanilla and is nice and smooth.
Hazelnut Crème ---                   A rich, smooth Crème showered with premium Hazelnut.
Mexican Mocha ---                   Mexican Chocolate and cinnamon, combined to pack a punch.
S'Mores ---                                Melted chocolate, smothered in marshmallows and complemented by 

crisp graham crackers makes this campfire tradition an instant 
classic.

Snickerdoo ---                           A mysterious blend of nutty vanilla and toasty almonds with cinnamon 
sprinkled generously throughout.

Southern Pecan Crème ---       Fresh pecans with deep southern roots crushed and blended into a
a delicious creamy flavor.

Spiced Rum ---                          Just like it sounds!

        Regular and Flavored Roasts
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Half Pound - $7.99            One Pound - $14.99

Brazilian Chicory ---                       A unique blend of our Brazilian Santos, French Roast and bold, spicy 
New Orleans Chicory. 

Brazilian Santos Dark ---               The best of Brazilian coffee. Smooth bodied with a nutty taste and
pleasant aroma.

Costa Rican Tarrazu ---                  A rich, medium bodied brew, grown high in the mountains of
Costa Rica.

European Blend ---                         A smooth, medium-dark, exotic blend of beans in the European 
style. 

Organic Colombian Estate ---        A wonderfully balanced, smooth coffee organically grown in the 
mountains of Colombia.

Sumatra French Dark Roast ---      A rich, full-bodied blend of classic dark roasted favorites.

Brazil Select Decaf ---                   The decaf version of our house specialty.  It's 100% Brazilian and as 
smooth as its caffeinated counterpart.

Brazilian Chicory ---                      The decaf version of our New Orleans blend. 
Brazilian Santos Dark Decaf ---    The decaf version of our smooth bodied with a nutty taste and pleasant

               aroma Brazilian goodness.
European Blend Decaf ---             The decaf version of our smooth, medium-dark, exotic blend of beans

in the European style.

B-52 Decaf ---                                 The decaf version of our rich Kahlua and a generous splash of 
Brandy, topped with Irish Crème.

Bourbon Pecan Decaf ---              The decaf version of vanilla, bourbon, rum and pecan mix with a hint of
butterscotch.

Cinnamon Pecan Pie Decaf ---     Southern pecan flavor with a generous serving of cinnamon that is so
rich you won't believe it's a decaf.

Snickerdoo Decaf ---                     The decaf version of wonderfully blended nutty vanilla with toasted
almonds and cinnamon.
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Premium and Decaffeinated Roasts


